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Side One
Wills:

We were talking about your daughter and that

she's done well in investments .
Brooks:
along fine .
I

guess.

Yeah, she's done wonderfully well and getting
She's a peculiar [laughter) person in some ways,

But her husband is a professor in one of these

colleges, and the high school there quit teaching Latin, and
that upset her to no end, saying they're going to graduate
lots of students who weren't well educated in high school.
she goes over the high school and says,

So

"I' 11 volunteer to

teach Latin, and the students can volunteer if they want to
take Latin."

It wasn't a

little while before she had a

hundred students taking Latin, and did well, and, I think, won
the championship, not only the state, but maybe eventually a
national championship in Latin.
coming on the faculty

So then they talked her into

and teaching

English,

I

think,

and

Latin.
So she's back teaching .
she's teaching,

and is getting along fine,

and doing real

But she, of course, traveled with me a lot.

well.
Bill

She had not taught before, but

(David William Brooks,

school.

Jr.],

So did

even when he was in med

I remember we'd get in terrible areas like India, for

example, where the people were dying.

It was terrible, and

Bill would go over to the river where they were cremating the
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bodies, you know, throwing the ashes in, and Bill would check
through there to be certain they weren't all dead , that maybe
some of them were alive.

He had a natural curiosity to keep

up with life, wherever it was, and so both of them went with
me many times, maybe ten times, around the world.
My wife used to say that I was going broke, and that the
children weren't going to get to go to college because I had
spent all my money traveling.

But I

said,

" Well,

at least

they've seen a lot, (laughter) if they get to college or not."
But they went around the world with me maybe ten times, see.
So they had a chance to see the world, which was very good, I
thought, very helpful, and I got them to college too .

So I

did both.
Wills:

It must have been very difficult, though , when

they were little children,

to find the time for them with

having so much to do in the business .

It must have been very

difficult.
Brooks :

Yeah.

Well, my wife really deserves more credit

because I could not spend the time with the children.

I did

on weekends, and then that was one of the good things about
taking the trip around the world.

I could have them with me

for two and half or three months ; they were with me every day,
and it brought me back into the family again.

But I

was

working twenty hours a day and I didn't sleep or eat any, and
I think I mentioned before : my wife said the only reason why
she thought she had a husband, she saw somebody slept in the
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bed,

[laughter) because I worked in the office all day and

held

farm meetings

country .

at

night

all

over

this

area

of

this

I'd get in at one o'clock in the morning, get up at

five, and go again.
weekends.

So I didn't see my family, but I did on

I'd see them.

Then in the summer when I took the

trips, I carried them with me, and in that way I was with them
for two and a half or three months every day.
Wills:
days

of

I can imagine.

the

co-ops,

It was helpful.

Looking back again to the early

when

you

were

struggling

to

make

everything work, did you find that the government was more of
a help or more of a hindrance?

I'm talking about the federal

government particularly, but you can talk about the state,
too.

Was it more of a help or a hindrance to you?
Brooks:

Well,

I

think

it's a

little hard to

because part of it was good and part was bad.

judge

I have felt

through the years as an economist that farmers probably would
have done just as well without the government involved because
they would have adjusted their production, see, whereas the
government was in there stimulating production at times and
creating surpluses that had to be dealt with and were very
difficult.
and

maybe

difficult

In fact, as an advisor to all these presidents,
we

will

jobs

was

get

into

always

that

later,

handling

one

of

surpluses

my
with

most
the

presidents, going up there, saying to the president, " This is
the way you work out of these surpluses."
felt that in the long run.

So consequently, I
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Well, let me give you one illustration:

for example, one

time we got to messing with all the crops [unintelligible],
and we got into potatoes; we were supporting potatoes.

So

Maine, of course, was the main thing, and Idaho maybe, [they]
were the two main areas.

Well, we supported potatoes at seven

dollars a barrel as I recall, and we made big crops and, of
course,

we

had

surpluses,

and

finally

they

potatoes, and that created such a furor that,

had

to

burn

here burning

potatoes, that the government had to pull out of that program.
They said no more program on potatoes.
Okay, what happened?

Everybody's screaming.

Next year

they pull out of the program and farmers adjusted their potato
production

way

down,

and

fourteen dollars a barrel.

the

price

of

potatoes

went

to

Then all of the consumers were

screaming that here you are just being robbed with potatoes,
and

the government comes

potatoes

at

seven

dollars

in and puts a
to

pull

them

ceiling price on
back

down.

So

[laughter] I'm saying that you can't win 'cause you got a no
win deal.

So I'm saying that if they had gotten out of

everything else like they did potatoes, we would have had some
of that, too:
high prices .

That we would have had some low production and
The farmers would have done pretty good, but the

consumer might have gotten whipped out in some of it, see?
But it generally adjusts if you'll give it time.

It has

a tendency to adjust .

Your production adjusts into line with

the consumption, see.

So I think the government interfered
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with the normal economic patterns that work in econom i cs, and
to that extent you can argue that they helped in some cases ,
and

they

Roosevelt,

did.

I

mean,

for

example,

when Roosevelt came

in and

[Franklin
raised

Delano)

the --put

in

several programs, but the one that really jumped things was
when he devalued the dollar .
eighteen dollars as I
something an ounce .

He took gold and moved it from

recall to thirty-some - odd dollars or

Well, immediately the price of all your

commodities went up, see, because they jumped right up.
Now, I told him that was one of the temptations I went
through.

I was in the White House when Roosevelt decided to

do that, and I knew it before [it happened] .
realize the great temptation

Well, you can

to run out and buy all

the

commodities you could buy and be a millionaire in a week.

In

two

or

three

weeks

you'd

be

a

millionaire,

but

I

never

violated any confidence ever that I was in all of those years.
But anyway, that jumped the price of farm commodities up, and
it was very helpful.
you know,

Then, of course, he tried to make loans,

to farmers,

too,

amusing thing in the world.

and

[laughter]

that's the most

I go to Washington and they're

talking about this poor ignorant cotton farmer, what they had
to do for him.

Well, he wasn't as ignorant as you might say,

[laughter]

to

and

illustrate what

I'm talking about:

the

government set up seed loans for tenants, not the landowners,
but the tenants could get a seed loan and that was to pay for
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his fertilizer, and his seed, and maybe a little for living
on, but not much.
So they asked me to explain that to farmers all over this
part of the world.
explain it.

Well,

So I

went out to launch a meeting to

I went over in Harrison County, which is

about as wild a county as you can get at that time, and I got
there

and

the

courthouse was

hanging out the windows .

packed

and

j arnmed,

farmers

So I was explaining to them that the

government had decided to let them collateralize their loan.
Cotton was about four and five cents a pound, and I said, "You
can put your cotton up and collateralize your loan at eight
cents a pound, which will be very helpful to you, " and then I
said, "The government's going to let you draw five dollars a
bale on this cotton to pay for ginning and so forth, " and so
I said, "You can do that."
Well,

I had a devilish fellow with me (laughter), and

when we got through one of these farmers called him off and
said,

"Aren't you with that fellow explaining this? "

yeah.

He said, "You say you can draw five dollars a bale on

this cotton? "

The fellow said,

" Yeah,

that's right ."

said, " By the way, how much do you owe the government? "
he owed them a hundred dollars.
bales are you gonna make?"
it .

I

He said

"Well, " he said,

He

Well,

"How many

"Well," he said, "That was just

figured I'd make one big bale or two small bales .

(Laughter) Which do you think would be better? "

This fellow
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said, " I'd believe I'd just make two small bales. "

He said,

" Well , he figured that. "
Well then,

five

dollars was supposed to pay for the

ginning , you know, and something else, but the fellow started
walking off and the farmer hailed him down again , and he said,
" By the way," he said there was no way for him to pay off, you
know, so he said, " Out there where I gin my cotton, t h ey gin
two ways: they gin for money and they gin for toll. "

?"

" Which do you think.
just let them toll it."
just figured that. "

Said,

The fellow said " I believe I ' d

This fellow said,

(Laughter)

" Lordy mercy,

I

So I told him--the government

ended up with about one small bale .

That's about the way the

thing ended up, you know, and so I told them in Wash ington,
" Y'all just draw up the rules and then we'll interpret them
when we get them back ."
So,

(Laughter)

I tell you these farmers are not as stupid--and a

remarkable thing to me, back in those days, there were lots of
farmers who had not had any education.

They were illiterate.

Lots of them couldn't read and write,

but they could count

money better than anybody I ever saw.
of cotton .

You could say your bale

. the price is four seventy-eight, and you had

a book to set down here the price was four seventy-eight, the
bale weighed five forty-two, and you could run it out and you
had it.

That fellow had already figured it out in his mind.

He'd tell you how much it was, and he had no education, but he
was the smartest, actually in his mind, he was about as smart
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a person as I ever saw in my life.
that,

Lots of farmers could do

and that way you could n ' t out figure them .

already figured.

They had

They knew, if you told them what the price

was, the number of pounds in that thing, he'd run it through
his mind like a computer, and he'd come out with it .

So it

impressed me as a tremendous ability of lots of t hese farmers
that were having a hard time a nd had not had the oppor tun ity.
You see,
Between the
education.

very few people realize that after the War

States this

area

suffered

a

lot

for

lack of

We lost lots of our schools and everything else,

and lots of these people, when I picked up there even in the
thirties, were just the tail end of that period, see .

They

had had rough going, but they were very smart fundamentally .
They were real smart.
greatly impressed.

So I was greatly impressed with that,

But that was one reason why I felt like I

could deal with them, they were smart.

Now, I'd get out there

and say, " You're doi n g this because you don't k now any better,
but we've learned through research that we can do it this way,
and it'll do twice as good as the way you are doing it ."
might have mentioned before how I explained research to them,
but I'd get in a thousand farmers, maybe, and I ' d say, " Now,
I want to say to you we've been doing this for twenty years,
and if you do it this way instead of this, we can double your
yield, see? " And I said, " Now let me explain to you how we do
research."

I said, " If I ask in this group, now, if I ask you

who was the fastest runner in this county, I'd get fifty names

I
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because all of you'd believe that John or Bill or Joe could
outrun everybody else. "

But I said, "The only way to really

find out is to draw two lines and run fifty people, and, if
one outran the others for twenty straight times, somehow you
got the idea he was the fastest. "
way we run research.

" Now, " I said, " That's the

We don't accept anything--don't care

what you believe--we don't believe anything.

We don ' t believe

it 'til we prove it. "
I said, " Now, I'm saying to you, we have proven this.

If

you'll do it this way, and you'll use this kind of fertilizer,
you'll use this kind of seed, this kind of insecticide, we
will double your yield, and this is not just me talking.
is based on twenty years of research."

This

And we did that with

cotton; we did that with corn; we did that with all these
crops, see?

We said, " If you do it this way instead of the

way

doing

you're

it,

we

can

double,

quadruple

your

productivity, but you gotta do it this way instead of the way
you been doing it, and you've had lots of false ideas. "
I

think I mentioned before in fertilizer that all the

fertilizer manufacturers put a little fish oil in the durn
stuff 'cause you could smell it a hundred yards, and they'd
tell farmers the way you get it good, the more odor you had
the better the fertilizer.

Well, there wasn't a word of truth

in it, don't you see, but that was a selling item that they
could

sell,

you

know.

Well,

good

gosh,

you

could

bring

fertilizer in Carollton up on the square there, and they'd run
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all t h e merchants and everybody out of town [laughter ).
was horrible.

It

We ll , you see, you realize I had a terri b le

time, not only saying, " You got to double your plant

food ,"

but when I said to them, " You got to take all t h i s smell stuff
out . It's no good. "

Oh, Lord , it was like telling them the

Bible wasn't so , t hat you were just down i n the Bible Belt
telling them the Bible wasn' t so, ' cause they ' d believed t hat ,
t h eir fathers believed it, and their grandfathers believed it,
and I was telling them to stop something that they ' d been
doing all the way back for a hundred years.
So, you realize that that was the worst of all, and I
sa i d

to

them ,

fertilizer.
other .

"We 're

It ' s

gonna

no good .

take
It ' s

t hat

stuff

out

of

the

not any better t h a n the

It costs four or five times as much , so we ' re gonna

take it out . "

Well, you realize you were just hitting them .

They were standing there thinking about that, you know.
fath er believed t h at ;
believed it.

they be l ieved it ;

their grandfath er

Now I was telling t hem it wasn ' t so .

a horrible thing, b u t something that had to be done .
were lots of things like that that I

Their

So i t was
So there

had to deal with in

changing this pattern of agriculture , because if I didn ' t do
that ,

it wouldn ' t work.

tough .

I

had to do it,

but it was very

It wasn' t simple.

Wills :

In marketing, once you got the cotton , and, of

course, later corn and other things , how did you change the
marketing procedures?
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Brooks:

Well, as I said, I think before, see, cotton was

bought and sold on before or after the rain, so there was no
scientific way of really marketing cotton.
I'm going to put in a
marketing cotton.

system,

So I said, " Now,

an entirely new system of

We're going to grade it accurately, which

was not only for color but also for trash and everything else
that was in it.

We're going to grade this cotton, and then

we're going to staple it, the length of the cotton, and the
longer that it is, generally the better."

I mean, the mills

could spin it a whole lot better if you had longer staples.
So I said, "I want to put in one variety of communities where
I

can, put in a variety that's better than what you have.

It' 11 produce more and it' 11 produce a

higher quality of

cotton . "
Wills:
Brooks:

You mean just have the farmer grow one variety?
One variety,

instead of having eight or ten

different kinds in which they're all messed up.

We'd get a

gin in an area and say that all the cotton that comes to this
gin is gonna be from this one variety.
farmer

So we'd get every

in that area to plant that one variety of cotton.

Okay, now, when he brought that bale of cotton to the co-op,
we had our own classers, and we had them trained and they were
government licensed classers.

We would take this bale of

cotton, and we would grade it as to the grade, and then we
would determine the staple length of the cotton, you see?
Well, in that way we paid the grower according to the kind of
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cotton he was producing .
better cotton.

So we induced him to produce a

The way they

induce him

is

to give him

[laughter) more for it, and if you'll give him more for it,
we'd give him premium.
You had a basic price for just ordinary cotton, but we'd
say, " If you produce better cotton , you get a better price.
We're gonna give you a better price for it,
induce you to produce a better crop."
mills and say to the mills,

" Now,

so we want to

Okay, then we go to the
we' 11 put this in even

running lots, according to grade and staple, and it'll greatly
improve the production in the mill,

because in the mill in

your spindles, if the staple is not uniform, you'll have down
all the way through the mill.

You' 11 go through and the

down "--I've walked through many mills, down, and you got all
these people running there putting it back together, see?
I

said,

"We can stop all that,

practically all of that in

mills, but we want a premium price from the mills.
you to pay us more for it. "

Now

We want

So it was a whole system of

marketing and changing the whole thing from start to finish .
Of

course,

we

everything we did.

put

that

same

system

in

marketing

We put it in a quality system into it .

Just like corn, for example, if it was number one or number
two corn, we lowered it.
way.

We did everything .

We put everything in--wheat the same
We graded everything that way .

We

did that to encourage farmers to produce a higher quality of
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products, and if he produced it, we gave him a higher price
for it, and we sold it for a higher price, so we did both.
Wills:

Did you take a

certain amount of the higher

quality of the seed to sell them back so they would have
better seed?
Brooks:

Oh, yeah, you see we furnished the seed in these

set-ups every year, and we had farms that were producing these
seeds ,

see,

breeders .

We started at breeding, see , and we

bred these seeds, and then we took those seeds, and carried it
to t h is area, and made it.

So we had a seed program .

seed just like we breed chickens or anything else.

We bred
We had a

complete breeding program, and.
Wills:

So the whole way around it was more efficient in

every way?
Brooks:

Yeah, so we had a breeding program all the way

through, and farmers that produced it.
of corn , for example .
we did all the seed .

That was in the case

We produced hybrid corn, you know , and
We produced our own seed, see .

But we'd

go to a farmer, and we would make him a breeder, and we would
furnish all the breeding stock, and then we would supervise
him to be certain that he kept that pure, see, that it was
pure seed .

It was certified, see.

We certified all the seed.

So we did that with all the crops, and it greatly increased
the yield, as I mentioned before .

When we started the average

yield of corn was ten and a half bushels per acre, been there
fifty years, so all you were producing was poverty.

But by
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doing this breeding program, and hybrid, and then fertilizing
right,

and everything else, we got the average yield up to

eighty bushels per acre in Georgia from ten, ten and a half
bushels, where it'd been all these years.
So consequently, that's what you do, using science and
research to find out what to do, and then get out here, and
work with farmers to get it done, and put in a program that
will stimulate.
higher price .
[laughter) .
Wills:

The way to stimulate them is give them a

That stimulates faster than anything I know of
Give him a higher price for it.
I know you had , you've prided yourself--certainly

you've mentioned [it ) before--that you had good managers and
good people to work with you .
and I've got a few names:
and others.
Brooks:

Who were some of these people,

C. B. FunderBurk, C. Wesley Paris,

Who were some of the people that you worked with?
We had a great many of them.

[W.] Arnold Burns

was one of our best employees, and he was one of the early
ones.

He was a great person.

He was a graduate of the

University of Georgia in agriculture and had been a county
agent at one time, and he did a great job.

I would have a

brainstorm every once in a while of something I wanted to try ,
and he'd say, " Well, that's impossible."
not.

We're going to try it ."

I'd say , " No, its

I'd say, " Now, you go out there

and organize these farmers and get them to do this," don't you
see?

Well,

they used to tease me over at Carollton.

The

farmers said that I'd have a brainstorm, and I'd try it out on
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them, and if it didn't kill them, then I'd try it somewhere
else.

[Laughter)
But I used them as guinea pigs, don't you see, to see if

something would work.

As I had brainstorms I'd put them in,

and get them to try it, and if it worked, then I could scatter
it over the whole area.
that I had.

Now, Arnold Burns was one of the best

He was probably the best man I ever had that

could go to the fields and work with farmers .
best.

He was the

And I said, he had been a graduate of the college, and

been a

county agent,

and so he had the experience that I

needed to go out there, but I had lots of people that came
along.

Burson, for example, G. A. Burson.

He came along and

became finally one of our top men.
Well, to illustrate how funny things are, you see:
know,

you

we have not only all of these processing plants and

everything, but we have stores .

We have farm supply stores

all over the country, and I put in a system there.

I started

the store at Carollton, and I'm sure that people that started
other stores, like old man [James Cash) Penney. I'm sure he
got him a store going,
money.

and got it doing right, and making

Then he put Penneys all over the country, see?

Well,

our friend from Arkansas now has got stores all over this
country, you know, and I'm sure he got one started in Arkansas
and got it scattered.
supply

store

that

Well, you see,

would

work,

and

I wanted to get me a
I

got

it

working

Carrollton, making money and doing well, so I patterned it.

in
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Now, in order to do that I had to train managers , see , to
do this job, and it's not as simple as you might think.
can't just hire a person and put him in charge.
doesn't work that way.

You

It just

So what I did, I put in a system, and

I hired these boys out of these colleges of agriculture , I
mean,

not only Georgia,

but Auburn

[University)

and

[the

University of) Florida and Clemson [University), all of them,
all over this country .

I went out and interviewed these boys

at all of these colleges .

Then I got some to come here on

Saturdays , but I personally interviewed all of them.
I tried to pick out the best, and they would tease me
down in Florida .

They would say here comes A+ Brooks .

He

wants to get all of the A+ students we have at the University
of Florida.

Well,

you did want capable people,

figured you could train them maybe a
could get them.

and you

little faster if you

Somebody asked me one day,

What was the

greatest business statement that I ever heard?

I said, " Old

man John D.

[Davison] Rockefeller.

Somebody asked him one

day: to what did he attribute his great success in business?
He said, 'Oh, that's simple.'

Said he spent a lifetime hiring

folks that had more sense than he had."
have
Well,

been actually correct,
I

but he

Now, that might not

hired capable people.

went out the same way and I

hired these capable

people.
Well, when the war was over, there were lots of people
that needed jobs coming out of the army.

Well, one day I
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hired three majors, who had been majors in the army, and one
of them was Burson, and another was Olin Thompson, and then
another one whose name I don't recall now.
to thinking.

But anyway, I got

I had always, when I hired one, I had never let

him do anything for a year.
care what he'd had in college.

I put him in training.

I don't

I put him in, and I worked him

through the stores, maybe four or five or six stores, and put
him under good managers, and I made him start at the bottom,
sweep the floor and come all the way up, which is sort of hard
on

a

college graduate,

but

it taught him

something.

He

learned something.
So consequently, when these three majors - -! hired them on
the outside--well, here's all of these college graduates, came
out of the army as majors, and they are smart and brilliant,
and I can cut this training program out, see.
of them in charge of running the stores.

I put all three

Well, at the end of

the year it was the worst mess you ever saw in your life.
mean,

it was just terrible.

complete failure.
them,

I

All three of them had made a

So I got them in my office, and I said to

"Now you have just messed this thing up unbelievably.

It's not your fault.

It's my

fault.

I

had no business

putting you out here when you hadn't been trained, and you've
lost a year, and I'm responsible, not you.

Nothing wrong with

you, all three of you are all right, nothing wrong with you,
but unfortunately we've messed it up, and I'm sorry but I'm
gonna have to put you back in the training program, and you're
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gonna have to get out here, and you're gonna have to sweep the
floor, and come up through again, and you'll make it .

You'll

be all right if you're willing to do it."
Well, of course, that was working on the dignity, you can
realize.

Here's a fellow, a college graduate, a major in the

army, and now having to go back, and start sweeping floors,
and come all the way up.
took to do it,

Well, Burson said if that's what it

then he was willing to do it.

Well,

Olin

Thompson said the same, but this other boy, he said, "To hell
with this here sweeping floor business."
thinking

about

going

back

through.

Just count me out."

remember his name right now.

to

sweeping

He said, "I ain't
any

I 1m

floors .

I said, "Okay. "

I don't even

But anyway, we started them back

at the bottom, and I want to say that in order to show you how
you do this thing business-wise .

Now consequently, Burson and

Olin Thompson both went out there.

They worked their way up,

and both of them became top people in Gold Kist.
to the top, and Olin right at the top.

Burson went

So they worked their

way up, but they had to have the courage to go back and start
at the bottom, see.

That took lots of training.

So you work out a business system that will work.
quently,

after I

Conse-

got these stores going and the plants,

could work out exactly how much profit I wanted to make.

I
I

mean, I decided I wanted ten percent in the stores, see, and
I

could sit and work it out.

I

took the statements every

month, and I analyzed the statements, and I would write the
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directors.
I

We had a local board of directors at every set-up.

would write the directors and the manager and say that

you're weak here or you're strong here, adjust this.

Then if

it didn't get adjusted by next month, I had the supervisor on
him, see.

So, in that way I kept it a very tight ship.

Now

consequently, I would make maybe 9.9 percent or 10.1, but I
was right on the dot, see, 'cause I was managing that tight.
Now,

to

further

system.

illustrate

it,

if

you have that kind of

(Cut off]
End of Side One

Side Two
Wills:

You were talking about your system, and it seems

like the one thing that's made Gold Kist what it is today is
efficiency, and this is really what this comes down to.
Brooks:

Yeah, efficiency.

Now, to further illustrate--

it's a little off the base--r don't think we've gotten into
this with Cotton States Insurance,
that depression period,

but, you see, during all

unfortunately farmers were so hard

pressed that fire got to be awful common out in the country,
barns and houses burning up and they're collecting insurance.
I could go out on the square at Carrollton at night, and I'd
see four

or five fires going at once,

holler "Selling out to the Yankees!"

and somebody would

Well, the only insurance

companies we had were Yankee companies.
Well, the Yankees got tired of being sold out to, and so
they canceled, starting canceling all the policies.

Well, of
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course, all the farmers in Carroll County were immediately up
on my desk, saying that "you've helped us get started in this
other, now, we've got to have insurance.

We got insurance on

our houses and barns; we got loans; we got to have it ."

Well,

I worked that pattern out for a while, and got it going, and
got it making money the way I wanted it, and got everything,
and then I turned it over to Mr. FunderBurk.
Mr. FunderBurk was a great person .

He was our treasurer,

but he had never managed anything, and he, by temperament--you
learn in life certain people can manage and certain people
can't.

The smartest managers in the world are the Jewish

people because they learn early in life that certain Jewish
people can manage well, and they put all the money on him .
They bet on him, and if he was not a good manager, they let
him be something else, see, do some other things, but they put
the money on him.
Now, you find out in business that certain people can't
manage.
they

They're fine people,

can't

manage.

consequently,

the first

They

brilliant,
can't

thing I

make

lots of them, but
money,

and

so

know is you start losing

money, see, and I screamed bloody murder, but I couldn't get
it to stop.

Well finally,

he wanted to put in the crop

insurance thing, and he went to Washington.
in, and when I

Then I moved back

checked it the thing was broke.

bunch of money in it, but it was broke.

I'd put a
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Well, so I said we've got to pull the manager , 'cause he
wasn't a manager, and put another one in.

Well, I analyzed

the operation then again, and I made up my mind that we could
make two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, see, a year, if
it's managed jam up, perfect .

Well, I took the new manager

and I said to him, "Now, I want to take enough time the first
year here to show you how to manage a company , and how to
manage an insurance company, and I've looked this over, and we
ought to make two hundred and fifty thousand dollars,

so I

want to show you how to make two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars ."

So every week I went over all of his operations and

everything and made him do some things which were terribly
distasteful, like firing lots of agents who were no good, even
the directors.
insurance.

I made him fire the directors who were selling

They had no business selling it, and so it was

very distasteful.
But every week I went over it.

Well, when we got to the

end of the year, we made two hundred and forty - nine thousand
nine hundred and something dol l ars.

I think we missed it by

fifteen dollars, but I proved to him that you could sit down,
and run a business, and run it accurately and jam up, and do
it.
it.

Then I said to him, " Now, you take cotton States and run
I

haven't got time.

I've got to run Gold Kist.

I

haven't got time to mess with this thing everyday, see, but
you've had a year now of exactly how you do it, and you take
it and run it."

Which he did and did a creditable job, did
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very good.

But I'm using that to show to you that if you run

something jam up, it's remarkable how accurate you could come
up with the operation.
else.

It wasn't just stores or something

Lots of things can be run if you run it right.

So I

think my early training in economics at the university was
very helpful to me .

I learned some dos and some don'ts that

were very helpful to me , both as a student and as a professor.
Wills:
overseas?

When did you first

take the company and go

When did you first.

Brooks :

?

Well, I don't remember the exact date on it, but

I'm sure it was by the late thirties .

I mean, it wasn't too

long after I got going, after I got going in volume enough to
where I felt like I could afford to put it overseas, then I
started going overseas.
Wills:
Brooks:

Where did you go first?
Well, I went to Europe first .

in Liverpool [England)

I put an office

'cause that's where we were selling

cotton, and I h ad an office there, and then I put an office in
France.

I put one there.

I kept putting them over in Europe,

and I gradually covered Europe.

Then later I went to Japan

and Asia and worked in that area,
Europe.

see,

but,

I

started in

I felt two things : I was more familiar with Europe,

and Asia is another world .

So I figured,

well, I'd better

take that one last, see, but anyway, I finally got in, in Hong
Kong, in Japan, in Singapore, and all those markets.

I went

over there,

got my

and worked those ,

and got my set- ups,
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agents in there,
Europe was first.
Wills:

and got them worked out, and did it.

But

I did Europe first.

When you first set up these offices,

did you

train agents from that country, or did you train agents from
here and take them over?
Brooks:

I

tried

to

train

agents

from

that country

because they were far better located to do it .

They had

friends, they had relatives, and they knew the system in there
better.

So what I'd do, I'd bring them over here some, don't

you see, but I'd train them over there and get them going over
there.

I was successful in getting lots of very able people.

They were very smart, very able, and worked out quite good,
very good.

I worked all of Europe, worked it very diligently,

and I had great agents.
I mean, like Italy, I had an American who had lived in
Italy all of his life, see, and he was probably the best agent
in Italy by far.

He finally got into Coca Cola [laughter] and

got rich in Coca Cola, but he was a great agent.
fine.

He was just

He had lived in there most of his life, and had married

over there, and had all of the connections.
agents in Europe, real good.

When I got over to Asia, I got

some great agents over there, real good.
Kong, all of these countries .
Wills:

So I had great

. in Japan, Hong

It worked out real good.

I know later on we'll get into the chicken wars

again, but early, when you first moved into Europe, did you
find any difficulty?

Was the reception friendly?

Was it
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hostile?

Did they not want you there?

Did they want you

there?
Brooks:

Well,

I was all right on cotton 'cause they

didn't produce cotton.
to

them.

They

had

So you were not a competitive factor
to

buy

cotton

consequently, you were welcome in there.

from

somewhere.

So

Now, it was later on

when I got in trouble was when I was competing with them for
something.

But in cotton in the early days I didn't have any

problem, except, of course, getting good agents, who could get
in there and get the business from the textile industry.

I

had to train agents and get the best that I could get, and I
was very fortunate in getting some real good ones.
Wills:

It is quite an accomplishment to come from one

small, little store and spread all the way out, diversifying
so many different crops, and then go across the world.
quite an accomplishment .

That's

Way back again at the beginning, I

read that you applied for a Delaware charter instead of a
Georgia charter.

Did you just decide you didn't want to wait

long enough for a Georgia charter?
Brooks:

It took me thirty days to get a Georgia charter.

I could get a Delaware charter in one day, and so I figured I
couldn't wait thirty days.

[Laughter]

I was in a hurry, see,

and so consequently I went up to Delaware and got a charter in
one day.

Now later on, I decided that that was not the best

thing to do.

See,

I did that in '33 because I felt like I

ought to be operating under a Georgia charter.

But I operated
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three years under a Delaware charter, and in that time I had
accumulated some reserves.

I think I mentioned before: in our

first meeting at Carrollton, when we had our first meet ing, we
decided. . . .

Farmers were perfectly willing to leave every

dime in the pot.

They were starving to death, but they'd gone

broke with everything.

But we worked it out that they would

take half of it in cash and we'd put half in reserve, see.
Well,

consequently,

by '36,

I

didn't have a whole lots of

money, but I had a good deal of reserves .
Well, when I had to move from Delaware to Georgia , I had
to liquidate the Delaware corporation in order to do that, and
so I paid out all that I had l eft.

I paid it to the growers.

I'd been paying them half, so I gave them the other half, see.
So I

started off again in 1936 under the Georgia charter,

started again .

Had to crank it off, which wasn't too good,

but you had to do it.

But I felt that I ought to get on the

Georgia charter, that I knew everybody here and people knew me
and I could get along a lot better than I could up in Delaware
where I didn't know anybody and nobody knew me.
Wills: Did it make a lot of difference that the charters
were

from

different

states?

difference between .
Brooks:

Oh

yeah,

I

mean,

what

would

be

the

from

the

?

in

viewpoint of a corporation.

Delaware

it's

ideal

They've set that thing up up

there where you can do almost anything up in Delaware, whereas
you've got lots of restrictions in most other states .

But
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they are a haven, just like Switzerland is a haven for all the
money that you accumulate.

They are a haven for corporations,

and so, good Lord, all these corporations run up there 'cause
you could do anything under a Delaware charter almost.

Most

of the other states had restrictions, you know, what you could
So that was the advantage of the Delaware

and couldn't do.

charter, and then I said, from my viewpoint, I could get one
in one day and didn't have to wait thirty days.
Wills:

You'd much rather go ahead and get the thing

Brooks:

Yeah.

done.
Its about time for us to go to lunch when

you get ready here.
Wills:

All right.

Fine, that' 11 be fine.

[Cut off]

Wills:

I thought what we'd do now, Mr . Brooks, is talk

about various presidents--you worked with so many different
presidents--and get your impressions of them.

I

know you

didn't work directly for FDR (Franklin Delano Roosevelt), but
maybe

he'd

be

a

good

one

to

start

with,

some

of

your

impressions of him as a man and of him as a leader.
Brooks:

Well, FOR really is the first president that I

knew personally, but I heard some good stories on some of the
other presidents before him.
Wills:

Well good,

we'll go back and talk about them

then .
Brooks:

Well, for example, President [Thomas Woodrow)

Wilson, they were telling me about him.

He used to,

in the
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afternoon, he'd drive in an open car out in the park, which
you couldn't think of doing now .

You'd get shot, but anyway,

he would drive in the afternoon through the park in an open
car, and Senator [William Edgar] Borah from Idaho was just
giving him fits all the time, [laughter) and he was the worse
senator that President Wilson had to deal with.

It was awful.

They said he [Wilson) was driving through the park in the
afternoon once and had his secretary with him where he could
dictate along .

As they were driving through, this fellow was

on a horseback, and he tipped his hat to President Wilson.
And they said President Wilson asked his secretary, said, "Who
was that on the horse? "

And he said,

that was Senator Borah from Idaho."

"Why, Mr. President,
And President Wilson

said,

" Well he must be a very unhappy man,

man."

And his secretary said, "Well, why do you say that, Mr.

President?"

a very unhappy

Said, "Well, he and the horse were going in the

same direction. "

(Laughter)

So that illustrates, I think,

some of the terrible things you have to fight between the
congressmen, and senators, and presidents, and all of them,
which is the turmoil that continues in Washington forever, I
guess .

But maybe that's the way a democracy ought to run .

But anyway, that was sort of an amusing story to me when I
first got going up to Washington there .
But

President

Roosevelt,

as

I

said,

was

the

first

president that I really had any personal relationship with,
and he, of course, made a tremendous impression on me.

In
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many ways he was probably the smoothest president we've ever
had in this country.

Now, he, of course, elicited tremendous

loyalty and tremendous hate.
both ends of the deal.

I mean, brother, he did both,

To illustrate the hate problem: since

I had to borrow lots of money for Gold Kist in the early days,
I always tried to be certain I met all the bankers I could
meet and was with them.

Well, I was in New York coming down

on the Crescent Limited, which we used then, and a banker I
saw there, whom I had met but didn't know too well,
over and spoke to him.

I went

So he asked me to have dinner with him

on the train.
So just to make conversation ,

President Roosevelt was

running for the second term, and just to make conversation I
said to this banker, " Do you think President Roosevelt will be
re-elected? "

And he turned to me, said, " Young man, he'll be

your president until you die or he dies, one ."
don't think he'll run

for

a

third term,

I said, " You

do you? "

Said,

" Third, hell, he'll run for a tenth term if he's still alive. "
I

thought

the

fellow

misunderstand me .
despise him,

I

was

crazy.

He

said ,

despise the fellow."

"Now

Said,

"I

don't
just

but he knows more about politics than anybody

we've ever had."
He said, " For example, when Teddy (Theodore ] Roosevelt
ran for president"--and this banker was an old man then--said ,
"I thought he was the greatest person I ever knew, and I got
on his special train and went with him all over the United
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States canvassing."

But [he] said, "When he died he didn't

know one thousandth of one percent about politics as compared
to this one. "

He said, " When he wakes up in the morning all

he does is stick a finger up,

and he can tell you exactly

which way the political winds are blowing. "

Said, "They'll

never beat him."

Said, " You just watch what I say.

never beat him. "

Well, I thought the fellow was crazy, you

know,

but

he

was

a

whole

lot

smarter

back

then

They ' ll

than

I

realized.
Well, I was a great admirer of (Franklin D.] Roosevelt.
I thought he was the finest thing that ever happened to this
country.

so consequently, I had great admiration for him, and

he did lots of good things.
the Depress ion,
elected,

we

country.

I

I mean, we were so desperate in

in my opinion,

could

have

easily

if Roosevelt had not been
had

can give you several

a

revolution

illustrations,

in

this

but Huey

(Pierce) Long (Sr . ] was going full blast, and, brother, he had
everybody churned up.

Well, I was out in the country one day,

and a fellow was telling me at the bottom of this depression,
he said, " I had a wife and five children.
I was starving to death.

I had lost my job.

My wife and children were starving,

and I got to thinking that I hadn't done a thing to deserve
what had happened to me, and yet I was hungry, naked, my wife
and children .

"

See,

before Roosevelt came in,

they had no program back then
and he said,

"I

thought,

well,

somebody had done this to me and I'm gonna straighten it out. "
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He said, "I got my gun, I got my shells, and oiled it up, and
I got ready, and all I needed was somebody to tell me who [to)
shoot. "

Said, " I was ready to start shooting, but I didn't

know who to shoot ."
Now, if somebody would have come along and told him who
to shoot, you know , we would have started a revolution .

But

Roosevelt gave hope to the people that he was goi ng to turn
this thing around and straighten it out,
decisions which were right.

Now,

and he made many

I might have mentioned to

you personally, but maybe not on the machine, but I was at the
White House when Roosevelt decided to devalue the dollar.
Well, you see, everything was terrible.
four and five cents a pound.

I mean, cotton (was)

Everything was at the bottom,

and everybody was starving to death.

One way to stimulate the

economy in a very fast way was to devalue the dollar , wh i ch
meant

prices

of

everything

moved

up,

and,

of

course,

commodities moved up .
Well, I was over at the White House there , and I learned
that he was
everybody I

going

to

issue

the

was tempted because,

order,

and

I

guess

like

being in commodities and

being an economist, I knew immediately the price of a l l these
commodities had to go up to the extent that he devalued the
dollar.

It had to jump up because, actually, from an economic

standpoint the dollar is nothing but another commodity .

It's

just like wheat, or oats, or corn, or soybeans, or anything
else.

It ' s

just

another

commodity,

and

so

its

value
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determines the relationship to other commodities .
devalued

it,

cut

the

thing

in

half,

then

And if you
these

other

commodities had to go up.
See, naturally I walked out of the White House with a
great feeling that,
millions

of

temptation.
presidents .

brother,

dollars

right

Never did
Well,

I

now's the chance to be worth
quick,

but

I

resisted

the

cross the line with any of the

later I needed President Roosevelt.

I

wanted to get him to make a talk for me over at Carrollton
because I was working hard getting Carrollton going, you know.
I had a co-op over there, Gold Kist going.
note,

and he said ,

well,

just wait,

So I wrote him a

instead of coming to

Washington, he'd meet me down at the little White House down
here in Georgia, and to come down there at a certain day at
nine o'clock .
So I went down there, and I walked in, and his secretary
said to me, " Now, Mr. Brooks, he likes to talk agriculture.
You and he have a good time talking agriculture, but he can't
do what you want him to do ."
upset

because

I

was

young

Well, you see, I was very much
and

impetuous,

and

I

thought

everybody ought to do what I wanted to do, regardless of who
they were (laughter] .

I didn't realize, I mean, how little I

was and how big a president was, you know, maybe.

But anyway,

I said, " Well, why can't he do what I want him to?"

And he

said , " Well he's getting lots of things in here ever hour now
that (Adolf] Hitler' s going to march, and that we are going to
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have a

second world war ."

This was some time before it

happened, but he said, " He's getting lots of information in
here and its worrying him to death ."
that's terrible.

And I said, "My Lord,

If he he's worried about that, he hadn't got

time to worry with me, see."

And he said, "You go ahead.

He

likes to talk, and maybe you'll divert his mind or something,
but he can ' t do what you want him to do. "
But I'll tell
people.

you,

he was the smoothest person with

For example, he would come down to the little White

House there,

and people would go to see him,

maybe twenty

people in a group, and maybe eighteen of them were prominent
people, and they did not feel ill at ease in the presence of
a president.

But maybe there were two people who felt very

ill at ease 'cause they felt like they were out of place,
being in the company of a president of the United States.
Well,

you

go

in

recognize that .
person,

I

presidency.

guess,

there

and

Roosevelt

He'd pick it up .
to

people

that

would

immediately

He was the most sensitive
we've

ever

had

in

the

He immediately, those two, he'd go over and knock

them on the back, and (say ) "Bill or Joe, how are you getting
along? " and bring them back into the crowd.

Now consequently,

you could never beat a president like that.

I mean, he was

too sensitive to people.
Now, he had a great interest in agriculture.
the membership agreement.

He signed

He was a member of the association,

the co-op, and he had great sympathy for anybody that was in
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trouble.

So you had to give him credit, although the bankers

and some of the business groups were violently opposed to him.
I felt at that time that he came in at the right time, and if
he had not been president, we could have gone through some
terrible trials.
So he fitted in at the right time, and there were many
stories, of course, about him.

I mean, you h eard all sorts of

stories, a nd maybe some of them were true and some of them
weren't true.

But like all, they seemed to have a scandal on

nearly

president

every

another.

involved

with

women

some

way

or

Of course there was the scandal that he was having

an affair with his secretary.

Well, I told someone--his wife

was a cousin of his, I think maybe a first cousi n of his.
sure the family arranged the marriage,

I'm

probably the way it

was, and she was a brilliant woman but ugly as she could be
[laughter), and I said, even if he had had an affair, well,
you could explain it by how ugly she was.
are all rumors.

But a nyway, those

You never know really what the truth was, and

there was no proof that you had.

But he did a great job

cranking things off again in this country.
Now,

the thing that worried me the most,

when he died.

I think, was

We were right in the middle of the war at a

time when we desperately needed leadership, and he had had
some contacts with [Joseph] Stalin, and I felt like that he
could furnish some leadership that we desperately needed, not
only during the war but at the end of the war.

So I was i n
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Washington when--he was down at Warm Springs [Georgia) when he
died, but I was in Washington when they announced it , and I
was very much upset.

I felt like we had lost him at a very

critical time in the life of the country.
He
polished,

was

a

very

person

as

you

know,

highly

in a family with one--he was the only child in a

very wealthy family.
dream of.

polished

So he had all the polish that you could

I mean, he was a highly polished person .

And when

he spoke, he was the greatest speaker I think I've ever heard.
If they had had television then, he'd have got all the votes.
He wouldn't have missed any, I don't think [laughter).

But he

was on radio, and I could hear him almost now when he started
in, "Friends .

," brother, he could really put it on.

And

consequently, he had such a relationship with the people of
this country that I finally agreed with the banker that they
never was going to beat him.

(Laughter)

So he was the most sensitive person to people of any
president I think we've ever had .
many great qualities.

And, as I said , there were

He had some weaknesses like everybody

else in life, but he had great qualities.

I didn't have the

close personal relationship with him that I had with the later
presidents, but all of my casual relationships with him were
good, I mean, a nd I had a great admiration for him.

But to

show you how sensitive he was, I had a friend who desperately
said to me he just had to see President Roosevelt, and that I
had entree to the White House, and would I get it set up for
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him?

So I finally worked it out through the White House.

I

knew lots of the White House staff and everything, so I worked
it out.

This fellow went in and had fifteen minutes.

carne out and I got to talking, I
He said,
said,

" That fellow

said, "How'd you come out? "

just hypnotized me."

" He realized that I

And he

(Laughter)

He

wanted to fuss about something, "

a n d he said, "He just took me over. "

And he said, " He just

had me, " he said, " I was feeling so good, he just had me so
hypnotized, until the first thing I know they come in and said
the fifteen minutes is up ."

( Laughter )

So that was really amusing.

I

just have to laugh 'cause

I realized that Roosevelt knew how to do that , see , and he was

sensitive enough to know that a fellow was in there trying to
fuss about something, and he just took him over, don't you
see, (laughter) took charge of him.

So that's the way that he

did [it), but I figured that that qualification would make it
possible for him to take over

in dealing with Stalin and

dealing with the allies in Europe in the settlement of the
war.

So that was the thing that disturbed me most about his

death,

was

the

fact

that we

were

not going

to

have

him

available when we probably desperately needed him after the
war .
But he was a very brilliant person.
sensitive person of any president,

He was the most

and I worked close with

seven presidents, and so he was by far the most sensitive of
any president .

Although I did not ever say that I worked with
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him, I was just--my relationship with him was casual, but he
was a terrific person.

I

think,

although he made lots of

mistakes, I think history will be quite kind to him.
my guess about it.

That's

Long term history will be kind, because

certainly he was the only one ever elected four times.

We've

never have had another one that did that, and probably will
never have another one that could be elected four times.

They

can't now, but I don't think that's necessary; they do well to
ever get elected the second time, much less four times now.
Wills:

In terms of agricultural policies, how did you

feel about his--you know, he did so many different things.
Brooks:

Well, he did all right.

Credit Corporation.

He put in the Commodity

He put in the corporations to put in

loans for farmers , and I think I mentioned back yonder once
about making seed loans.

He made seed loans to these farmers

and let them collatera li ze their loans, see, at eight cents a
pound.
too,

Well,

he then put in Farm Credit (Administration],

and I think we must give him credit for that.

He got

Bill Myers--Bill Myers was Dean of the College of Agriculture
in Cornell, and he got Bill Myers to come in as governor of
the

Farm

Credit

Administration .

Bill

Myers

was

a

very

brilliant person, one of the most able people I ever knew, and
was

a

great

relationships.

personal

friend

of

mine,

as

well

as

other

Bill Myers took Farm Credit and did a fabulous

job of helping us pull out of the Depression with Farm Credit.
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So Roosevelt, of course, needed to be credited that, but
one of t h e great things he did was Point Four--no, that was
(Harry S) Truman .

But anyway, he put in Farm Credit.

over in

the Department of Agriculture we got Commodity Credit put in
over there .

We got a whole lots of things that were done.

Let me tell you about that experience that we had in
Commodity

Credit.

Commodity

Credit

Reconstruction Finance Corporation .

was

part

of

the

And Jesse (Holman) Jones

was head of-- from Texas, a great leader in Texas, and a very
able

person,

very

brilliant

person,

Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
put

in the

but

he

was

running

Even though Roosevelt had

Commodity Credit Corporation

to make

loans

to

farmers, lots of farmers were n ot, especially the weak farmer,
the hungry and naked one that desperately needed it, he wasn't
getting the benefit of it because, for example, in the case of
cotton:

he had to bring his bale of cotton i n, and then they

had to send the sample off to a government classing office and
then come back, which was maybe a month or two later.
couldn't wait a month or two for his money .
needed every dime of it that day, and so .
End of Side Two

But he

He desperately
(Cut off]
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